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Bruegel’s journey in context: I Fiamminghi and the south
Pieter Bruegel the Elder (c. 1528-1569) travelled to Italy at a time when journeys to the 
south were becoming increasingly popular; from the second half of the sixteenth cen-
tury onwards, the majority of well-established Northern European artists made such a 
voyage. In Italy they were called Fiamminghi,1 and while some of them travelled out of 
personal interests, the main reasons were visiting the ruins of classical antiquity and 
getting acquainted with the works of the Italian masters. Rome was very popular since 
it combined the best of both worlds and a visit to the Eternal City was often the under-
lying reason for undertaking such journeys. It is well known that Jan Gossart (1478-1532)
travelled to Italy in 1508-1509, accompanying his patron Philip of Burgundy on a diplo-
matic mission.2 After his return to the Netherlands, Gossart played an important pioneer-
ing role in introducing the Italian Renaissance idiom in the Low Countries.3
Other well-known artists travelling to Italy prior to Bruegel were Jan van Scorel 
(1495-1562) and his pupil Maarten van Heemskerck (1498-1574). Both painters played 
a decisive role in the introduction and propagation of the classical in the Low Countries 
and they copiously integrated Roman architecture and sculpture in their own works 
based on sketches which were made on the spot. Long after their return to the Netherlands 
these antique ruins and sculptures proved to be fruitful sources of inspiration for both 
artists. Contemporary writers elaborately describe the voyages as well as the artists un-
dertaking such journeys to the south. As Vasari stated, most of Bruegel’s compatriots 
travelled to Italy to learn the Italian manner.4 In general Pieter Bruegel is not considered 
one of those sixteenth-century artists who assimilated the Italian influence. On the 
contrary, he is mostly regarded as one of the artists who stayed true to the so-called 
vernacular style. Also, the artist seldom integrated specific monuments and sculptures 
in his work, reminiscent of classical antiquity or the Italian Renaissance.5 However, the 
influence of the artist’s journey to the peninsula can hardly be overrated. Bruegel’s as-
similation of Italian influences has long been misjudged, but nowadays it is generally 
acknowledged that the artist, albeit in a more subtle manner, is tributary to different 
aspects of Italian art.6 Moreover, it was during his journey that Bruegel developed the 
unprecedented observing realism that would become a hallmark and one of his greatest 
artistic qualities. Bruegel manifested himself as a true landscapist and his earliest surviv-
ing works exclusively consist of landscape drawings; some of them from nature, others 
the work of his imagination. Besides revealing details on the master’s creation process, a 
profound analysis of the documentary drawings can provide additional information on 
the travel circumstances and more specifically on the route followed by the artist. It 
appears that a thorough examination of these drawings re-evaluates the general premise 
that the artist travelled through the Alps during his outward journey. Moreover, to-
gether with the later paintings and prints that are specifically related to the voyage, 
Bruegel’s route can largely be reconstructed, albeit with certain lacunae. 
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Travel conditions and motives
We know for certain that Bruegel was in Italy in 1552-1554. However, it is rather difficult 
to determine the precise moment at which he left his hometown. The artist joined the 
local guild of Saint Luke in 1551-1552, and it is most likely that he left Antwerp some 
months after his registration.7 Bruegel probably ventured south during early spring of 
1552 since he would have waited the severe winter season to end before departing. 
Contemporary accounts reveal that voyagers rarely travelled alone since setting out on 
such a long trip incurred many risks and travelling in group was also a matter of practical 
and financial considerations.8 Moreover, it was much more pleasant to travel in the 
companionship of compatriots.9 There has been some speculation on Bruegel’s fellow 
travellers and several authors suggest that the painter and print designer Maarten de Vos 
(1532-1603) and the sculptor Jacob Jongelinck (1530-1606) were among his companions.10 
Despite the fact that both De Vos and Jongelinck were in Rome in the early 1550’s, the 
circumstantial evidence does not prove that the artists travelled together. Other authors 
claim that the famous cartographer and Bruegel’s later friend Abraham Ortelius (1527-1598) 
joined the artist when he left Antwerp.11 Although we know that Ortelius visited Italy 
several years after Bruegel’s trip, this statement is also without further proof. 
Apart from his general curiosity and eagerness to explore and learn, Bruegel’s journey 
to Italy was also motivated by other factors, including the recent death of his master 
Pieter Coecke van Aelst (1502-1550). As his apprentice, Bruegel was responsible for the 
continuation of the workshop together with Coecke’s widow, Mayken Verhulst (1518-1599). 
Coecke was a very successful painter who had gone to Italy himself during the 1520’s.12 
It is plausible that Mayken Verhulst, who would become Bruegel’s mother- in-law some 
twelve years later, encouraged the young artist to go abroad to perfect his art in regard 
to a successful continuation of Coecke’s former workshop.13 An additional stimulus for 
Bruegel’s departure can be found in another determining event in his career, namely his 
collaboration with the print publisher Hieronymus Cock (1518-1570). In his biography 
of 1604 Karel van Mander wrote: ‘He learned art with Pieter Koeck van Aelst […] From 
there he went to work at Jeroon Kock’s, thereafter travelling to France and hence to Italy.’14 
Van Mander informs us on the artist’s employment in Cock’s publishing house and 
printing workshop Aux quatre vents directly after completing his apprenticeship in 
Coecke’s studio and it is apparent that he was already involved with Cock immediately 
before his departure to Italy. Although the first results of Bruegel and Cock’s collabora-
tion can only be seen after his return to Antwerp in 1554-1555, the scenario that he par-
tially undertook the trip to provide Cock with designs for prints is perfectly plausible. 
Moreover, the series of the Large Landscapes, published shortly after his return, bear a 
strong influence of the landscape impressions he must have encountered during the 
journey. An additional argument for this early collaboration is to be found in the remark-
able similarities between Bruegel’s early landscapes and several prints published by Cock. 
As in this period, Cock tried to manifest himself as a cartographer and a successful print 
publisher, he might have encouraged the young artist to make the journey to provide 
sketches and designs.15 
On the road to Italy
Bruegel’s journey is of major importance to our understanding of his initial development 
as an artist and the impressions during the voyage had an everlasting impact on his 
oeuvre. This particularly accounts for Bruegel’s Alpine experience. The encounter with 
vast mountainous landscapes was a seemingly inexhaustible source from which he drew 
inspiration for the rest of his career. Moreover, it is in these early years that he developed 
the focused realism which is so characteristic of his art. As mentioned before, the me-
ticulous rendering of the observable reality is specifically apparent in the early drawings, 
which were exactly created in 1552-1554. These drawings provide information on the 
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specific landscapes Bruegel must have seen and as a result, they shed light on his travel 
route.16 The general routes for Fiamminghi travelling to Italy were largely determined by 
contemporary postal roads, which mostly followed the ancient commercial routes.17 Due 
to a lack of factual evidence the opinions of Bruegel scholars who have studied his voyage 
differ concerning the exact route the artist must have followed. Nevertheless it is possible 
to set up a general outline. The hypothesis presented here simply departs from a thorough 
analysis of Bruegel’s hitherto known oeuvre and this visual information is comple-
mented with archival sources. The first work attesting Bruegel’s trip concerns a now-lost 
glue-size cloth painting (‘waterverf op doeck’) depicting a View of Lyons. It is listed in 
the inventory of Giulio Clovio (1498-1578) of 1577 as ‘Un quadro di Leon di Francia 
aguazzo di mano di Mro Pietro Brugole’.18 Clovio was a famous Croatian illuminator 
whom Bruegel probably met in Rome.19 The relation between the two artists appears to 
have been a quite amicable one, inferred from their collaboration and the fact that Clovio 
had at least four works of Bruegel in his possession.20 The inventory provides us a termi-
nus ante quem; since Bruegel must have given the View of Lyons to Clovio before return-
ing back to Antwerp, it can be dated c. 1552-1554. Lyons was an important intermediate 
stop on the old Via Francigena and contemporary sources attest the popularity of this 
route amongst the Fiamminghi.21 During the early modern period, there were important 
commercial and intellectual connections between Antwerp and Lyons and contemporary 
sources attest the presence of several Netherlandish artists in the city.22 It is generally 
assumed that after passing through Lyons, Bruegel continued eastwards crossing the Alps 
to reach Italy.23 However, a thorough analysis of some of his earliest landscape drawings 
suggests that this is not the case. In my opinion, one drawing even attests Bruegel’s 
presence in the southeast of France, namely in the region Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur, 
which implies a re-evaluation of the initial route followed by the artist. It refutes the 
premise that he had crossed the Alps during his outward journey. 
Southern Cloister in a Valley is one of the earliest known landscape drawings from 
Bruegel’s hand (fig. 1).24 The original drawing was executed in pen and brown ink 
and the sheet contains a French watermark. Bruegel signed the work in a rectangular 
space on the bottom left and also dated it ‘1552’. Despite the washes added by a later hand, 
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the attribution has never been doubted. He sketched the scene with swift strokes and it 
is one of the few examples the artist executed outdoors, in situ.25 In the centre we see a 
chapel with an adjacent building with belvedere and enclosed garden. The cloister is 
embedded in a valley surrounded by a hilly landscape and the building style is distinctly 
Romanesque. In the foreground at the lower right-hand side we discern a hunting scene 
which was added later in the studio. Despite the presence of the French watermark, 
several authors suggest that the drawing was made in Italy, referring to the southern 
(presumed Italian) character of the architecture.26 According to this assumption, Bruegel 
acquired the sheet in France and brought it to Italy where he executed the drawing. Even 
more specific, the artist would have made the work in southern Italy or in the inland 
during his passage along the Italian coast between Naples and Rome.27 Others suggest 
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Chapel of Sainte Blaise, Les Baux 
de Provence.
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Chapel of Mas, Arles.
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Abbey Notre-Dame of Sénanque, 
Gordes.
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that he might have purchased the sheet in Rome.28 At first sight the southern Romanesque 
architectural style seems to confirm the general hypothesis. However, after a thorough 
investigation of the specific features and a fundamental comparison with iconographical 
sources, it becomes clear that the architecture is not specifically Italian in nature. Moreover, 
it actually has a plain Provençal character. There are several examples in the region 
Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur that bear striking resemblances to the architecture and 
landscape in Bruegel’s drawing. The Romanesque chapel strongly resembles the Chapelle 
Saint Blaise in Les Baux de Provence (between Avignon and Arles) (fig. 2). Other chapels 
that are stylistically related are the Mas de la Chapelle in Arles (fig. 3) and the Chapelle 
du Hameau de Serres in Carpentras. A similar architectural style is to be found in the 
famous abbeys of Sénanque (near Gordes, fig. 4) and Silvacane (Bouches-du-Rhône).29 
Also, the natural scenery in which Bruegel’s cloister is embedded, corresponds with the 
undulating landscapes where the mentioned roman chapels and abbeys are situated. This 
implies that Bruegel did not necessarily bring the sheet from France to Italy and sketched 
the scene from an Italian topographical locality. On the contrary, the analysis demonstrates 
a close correspondence between Bruegel’s cloister and Provençal religious buildings. It 
is most likely that the artist was inspired by the Provençal landscape and based his 
drawing on a contemporary site.30 
A possible explanation for Bruegel’s presence in the southeast of France can be found 
in the initial route he and his companions must have followed. They probably passed 
through this region on their way to Marseille.31 The harbour of Marseille (nowadays the 
Vieux Port, located at the end of the Canebière) is one of the oldest international ports 
of the Mediterranean Sea (‘Massalia’), fulfilling a central role in the trade between the 
Mediterranean area and the western part of Europe. Throughout the Middle Ages the 
natural harbour remained one of the busiest ports of France and besides its trading 
function it was also a popular passage for travellers.32 Contemporary travel reports inform 
us as to how voyagers passed through Marseille on their way to the peninsula.33 Moreover, 
Bruegel’s presence in the Provençal region is also suggested by a passage in Edward 
Norgate’s Miniatura or the Art of Limning from 1650: ‘Of these many strange and yet 
beautiful views are to be seene from and about Mont Senis, Launebourg, Novalaise, and 
about Mont Godardo in Germany, and many other places about Provence, most which 
have been very well designed after the life by Peter Brugell of Antwerp, and remaine in 
“stampe” to his great commendation.’34
In the 1960’s Menzel had already suggested that Bruegel embarked in Marseille to 
reach the Italian mainland.35 There were different ways to do so. Either, one could travel 
by ‘fellucas’; rather small, open barges operating between the different ports along the 
Ligurian Sea,36 or one could opt for a galley directly heading southwards. The latter was 
a faster mode of transportation which simultaneously offered more comfort. However, 
contemporary travel accounts reveal that travellers often preferred the ‘fellucas’ since 
navigating into the open sea contained considerable risks.37 Another option was to 
continue the trip on land, following the Italian Riviera by foot, carriage or on horseback 
(fig. 11).38 Presupposing Bruegel’s presence in Marseille, it is probable that he voyaged via 
the Ligurian coast. There had been strong commercial and artistic ties between the 
southern Low Countries and the Ligurian area since the fifteenth century and Genoa 
was a popular destination among Netherlandish artists.39 Based on the early date, the 
characteristic drawing qualities (the drawing was partially made in situ)40 and the remark-
able resemblances between the Provençal architectural landscape and the representation 
in Southern Cloister in a Valley, Bruegel’s presence in the Provence seems apparent. 
Considering this presence, it is probable that the artist continued his journey from 
Marseille, in which case a visit to the Ligurian area seems reasonable. However, until we 
have further evidence at our disposal, Bruegel’s presence in the Ligurian region is 
merely hypothetical. Nevertheless we do have evidence that confirms Bruegel’s presence 
further south. 
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Hitting further south
A drawing representing a View on Reggio di Calabria suggests the artist visited the 
southern Italian region (fig. 5).41 The city and the adjacent Strait of Messina are rendered 
from a distant hill and we discern a fierce fire inside the city walls with flames and smoke 
reaching high into the sky. In the last decades there has been some disagreement on the 
precise dating of the sheet. Among others, Menzel, Allart and Büttner have suggested an 
early dating based on the specific scene depicted by Bruegel.42 The subject is usually re-
lated to an event that took place in 1552-1553 when different encounters between Turkish 
and Italian fleets occurred in the region.43 Several times, the Turkish attacks resulted into 
huge fires. Based on the presumption that Bruegel made the drawing ad vivum, the authors 
assume he must have been in the region around 1552-1553, consequently dating the 
drawing c. 1552. Following the assumption that Bruegel was present in Reggio, they 
conclude that the artist must have used a more rapid form of transportation that allowed 
him to arrive in the south of Italy as early as 1552. Since it would not be feasible to make 
such a long voyage over land in such a short time, the authors concluded that he must 
have travelled, at least partially, by boat. However, the grounds on which Menzel, Allart 
as well as Büttner based their hypotheses appear to be incorrect. 
Besides the drawing, there is a large print which also depicts the Strait of Messina 
between Sicily and the Italian mainland (fig. 6).44 The print was engraved by Frans Huys 
and published by Hieronymus Cock and Cornelis van Dalem (1528-1573/1576) in 1561. 
There are some remarkable similarities between Huys’ print and Bruegel’s drawing of 
Reggio di Calabria. In fact, the left side of the engraving is an exact reproduction of 
Bruegel’s drawing, albeit in reverse. The drawing appears to be specifically drawn in 
mirror image, clearly as a preparatory study for a print.45 It is hard to imagine that Bruegel 
would have been drawing landscapes in reverse for an as yet unknown engraver (Frans 
Huys) and publisher (Hieronymus Cock) to be produced almost a decade later.46 In 
addition, Huys’ print is the largest known engraving made after Bruegel’s design. Such 
an undertaking implied financial risks and it is unlikely that he made the design several 
years before the actual print was published, without knowing if the design would ever 
be engraved and published. Moreover, the drawing technique is very precise and the 
details are too abundant for a primary sketch directly made after nature. Nowadays most 
specialists agree that the drawing View on Reggio Calabria was conceived as a model for 
Huys’ print thus limiting the time frame to c. 1560-1561. In other words, Menzel’s, Allart’s 
and Büttner’s assumption that Bruegel travelled by boat on his passage to Italy was based 
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on a mistaken presumption. However, the fact that the print design only originated 
around 1560 does not necessarily exclude the possibility of Bruegel’s presence in the region 
in 1552-1553. On the contrary, the preciseness and abundant rendering of details in the 
drawing suggest that Bruegel made several sketches on the spot and afterwards assembled 
those in the final version. 
An additional indication for the existence of such sketches is provided by a View on 
Messina by Joris Hoefnagel included in Braun and Hogenberg’s Civitates orbis terrarium.47 
The inscription states that Hoefnagel made the design after a drawing by Bruegel, which 
confirms the existence of several drawings (and not just one on which the View on Reggio 
was based) that eventually served to compile the final design for the print which was 
published by Cock.48 Besides the Rotterdam drawing, the engraving Battle in the Strait 
of Messina and the lost sketches by Bruegel, there is another work which is regularly 
mentioned regarding the artist’s presence in the deep south of Italy. It concerns a paint-
ing depicting a Battle in the Bay of Naples, today in the Galleria Doria Pamphilj in Rome.49 
Due to technical and stylistic shortcomings the attribution to Bruegel is problematic, 
hence this painting is omitted in the discussion of his itinerary.50 
Bruegel’s stay in the Eternal City
It is certain that Bruegel’s voyage eventually led him to Rome, the epicenter of antique 
and contemporary art and culture. Rome was a popular travel destination for the 
Fiamminghi and for some of them a visit to the Eternal City was the ultimate goal of 
their journey to Italy. They were present in large numbers and often sought out each 
other’s company.51 Several visual sources confirm Bruegel’s attendance in the city and he 
must have arrived there somewhere in 1553-1554. Although no autograph works are known 
that were made during the artist’s stay in Rome, other sources confirm the date. At the 
end of the century, Simon Novellanus (Simon van den Heuvel or van den Neuvel, active 
in Germany around 1560-1595) made two etchings that were later published by Hoefnagel.52 
Both prints represent landscapes and stylistically they are remarkably similar to Bruegel’s 
early panoramic landscape drawings.53 Furthermore, the inscription reveals that Novellanus 
based his prints on original designs made by Bruegel in Rome in 1553: ‘Petrus Bruegel 
fec: Romae A[nno] 1553’. It is likely that these original designs (probably drawings) to 
which Hoefnagel and Novellanus had access, were signed and bore a similar inscription 
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specifying that they were made in Rome in 1553 (e. g. ‘ROMAE A: 1553’). An additional 
indication for the artist’s presence in Rome is provided by a group of drawings which are 
largely copies made by Bruegel’s sons after originals, with the following annotation: 
‘Bruegel invent 1554 Roma’.54
A drawing with a View of the Ripa Grande (fig. 7) is the only autograph sheet that 
actually confirms the artist’s presence in Rome.55 Although the drawing is undated, until 
recently it was generally believed that Bruegel executed it during his stay in Rome, con-
sequently dating it c. 1553. However in 2013, in his groundbreaking article on Bruegel’s 
landscape drawings, Manfred Sellink proposes a later dating around 1556.56 This is based 
on the close stylistic and technical correspondence to the drawing Rest on the Flight into 
Egypt in the Kupferstichkabinett, Berlin.57 In spite of this later date it is nevertheless clear 
that Bruegel based his View of the Ripa Grande on sketches which were made on the spot. 
During the sixteenth century, the Ripa Grande was Rome’s principal harbour for seagoing 
ships. Bruegel drew the view from the south-east bank of the river looking towards the 
old custom wharf, the Dogana Vecchia. He used a remarkable low point of view and the 
frieze-like composition is clearly in the tradition of contemporary Renaissance vedute. It 
appears to be a truthful rendering of the site and he started with the background, record-
ing the architectural setting and boats in a delicate and precise style. The foreground, in 
which a more robust draughtsmanship is apparent, was later added.58 Apart from the View 
of the Ripa Grande drawing, another visual source confirms Bruegel’s presence in the area 
of Rome. It concerns a print of which the design is now lost, the View of the Tiber near 
Tivoli (fig. 8). Tivoli (the ancient Tibur) was situated northeast of Rome and from 
thereon it was easily accessible through the Via Tiburtina. The print is part of the series 
of the Large Landscapes, published by Cock after Bruegel’s return to Antwerp (1555-1556). 
The fact that the View on Tivoli is part of this series is rather atypical because it is the only 
print where an actual site is represented. The others represent imaginary landscapes 
combining impressions from Bruegel’s Alpine experience with standard elements of the 
Netherlandish landscape tradition. Because of its hilly landscape and famous waterfalls, 
Tivoli was a popular destination for contemporary Italian tourists. Additionally, foreign 
tourists wanted to visit the site because of the ruins of the antique city Tibur, which, ac-
cording to Horace, supposed to have been one of the most beautiful places in the world.59
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Apart from the visual evidence found in the View of the Ripa Grande and the View of 
Tivoli, two other paintings bear witness to Bruegel’s stay in Rome, albeit more indi-
rectly. These involve Bruegel’s versions of the Tower of Babel; one in the Kunsthistorisches 
Museum in Vienna (1563) and the other in the Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen in 
Rotterdam (c. 1568?).60 The Vienna version represents the process of the building of the 
tower whereas in the latter the construction has been completed. Although the two 
depictions differ in character, both towers show several remarkable similarities with the 
Colosseum. Various elements were clearly inspired by the Roman amphitheater such as 
the general outsight, certain constructional aspects and specific building materials.61 
Additionally, the artist’s attendance in Rome is also confirmed in written sources, such 
as the inventory of the illuminator Giulio Clovio which confirms the fact that Bruegel 
and Clovio must have met. It is most likely that this encounter took place in Rome and 
specialists generally assume it happened in 1553. That year, Clovio had just returned to 
Rome after a long period of absence.62 Unfortunately, we do not know precisely when 
Bruegel left Rome but he must have departed there sometime in 1554 because we know 
that he was back in Antwerp in 1554-1555. Since the series of the Large Landscapes were 
published from 1555 onwards, Bruegel must have been present in his hometown at least 
some months earlier.
Bruegel’s journey through the Alps
During the Middle Ages, mountains in general and the Alps in particular, were often 
regarded as dangerous phenomena that inspired awe. Although this particular perception 
still persisted during the sixteenth century, the fearful sentiment was gradually altered 
through a great admiration accompanied with a profound interest in the phenomenon.63 
It was during this period that the first accounts appeared describing the impressions 
created in the minds of early modern travelers beholding these impressive natural 
manifestations. Nowadays it is difficult to grasp the major impact beholding such 
mountain landscapes must have had on contemporary viewers. It is well known that at 
some point during his journey, Bruegel crossed the Alps and beheld these undoubtedly 
overwhelming mountainous landscapes. It is indisputable that these made an everlasting 
impression on him. In his biography of the artist, Van Mander wrote: ‘On his travels he 
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drew many views from life so that it is said that when he was in the Alps he swallowed 
all those mountains and rocks which, upon returning home, he spat out again onto 
canvases and panels, so faithfully was he able, in this respect and others, to follow Nature.’64
However, besides Van Mander’s passage, the most evident manifestation of these 
long lasting impressions is apparent in the visual evidence, especially in later works cre-
ated after his return to Antwerp that were probably based on sketches the artist execut-
ed during his voyage. Following a hypothesis advanced by Konrad Oberhuber in 1980-1981, 
the majority of Bruegel scholars assume the artist crossed the Alps on his way to Italy.65 
Oberhuber based his assumption on a group of some twenty closely related drawings 
depicting Alpine landscapes, which were long considered as a testimony to Bruegel’s 
encounter with the Alps and believed to be the sketches mentioned by Van Mander. In 
his articles Oberhuber stated he wanted to undo the myth that the artist’s travel through 
the Alps took place during Bruegel’s home passage. This so-called ‘myth’ was first put 
forward by Henry Hymans in the second half of the nineteenth century.66 Hymans based 
his premise on Van Mander’s account that tells us that Bruegel travelled through France 
to get to Italy.67 In several of these Alpine drawings, the author recognized Austrian and 
Swiss sites. Combined with the passage in Van Mander’s Schilder-boeck, this identification 
led Hymans to suggest that Bruegel crossed the Alps during his return journey and he 
dated the drawings c. 1554-1555. 
During the following century and two decades, specialists generally accepted Hymans 
hypothesis. Nevertheless, since 1980 Oberhuber’s findings have dominated Bruegel research. 
However, since Hans Mielke’s publications in 1991, this group of unsigned drawings is 
no longer considered as autograph.68 Mielke’s deattribution was highly controversial 
since these Alpine drawings were considered core works by the artist and they were re-
garded as the sketches mentioned by Van Mander. The author discovered that the wa-
termark on two drawings was only found on paper dating from the mid-1580’s through 
the mid-seventeenth century implying that the earliest possible date would be some 
twenty years after Bruegel’s death in 1569. Considering the great stylistic and thematic 
coherence between the drawings, this conclusion was also applicable to the other 
drawings in the group. Consequently, Mielke proposed a subtraction of the entire group 
from Bruegel’s oeuvre and an attribution to Roelandt Savery. Also, Roelandt’s elder 
brother, Jacob, has been suggested as a possible author.69 In the 2001 exhibition catalogue 
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on Bruegel’s drawings and prints, Nadine Orenstein suggested the appropriate name 
‘Master of the Mountain Landscape’ be given to this anonymous artist. Since then, no 
one has yet succeeded to unravel the identity of this unidentified master. What is of 
importance here is that Oberhuber’s proposition of Bruegel’s passage through the Alps 
in 1551-1552 was thus based on non-autograph material. It is remarkable that since then, 
the author’s hypothesis has seldom been questioned and until today most scholars still 
assume that Bruegel crossed the Alpine mountains during his outward journey. This is 
at least peculiar since neither Van Mander’s citation, nor Bruegel’s drawings created 
during his voyage plead for such an early dating of the Alpine trip. For instance, the 
Louvre Mountain Landscape (1553) is often regarded as evidence for the artist’s presence 
in the Alpine region (fig. 9).70 The same accounts for the so-called Alpine Landscape, also 
dated c. 1553 and in the aforementioned collection of the Louvre.71 In my opinion, these 
landscapes do not necessarily testify to Bruegel’s presence in the Alps. The first traceable 
manifestation of the artist’s fascination with such mountains is only apparent from 1555 
onwards, starting in the print series of the Great Landscapes (1555-1556), thus after the 
artist’s return to Antwerp in 1554-1555. Moreover, this is supported by Van Mander who 
tells us that it was only after Bruegel returned home, he spat the impressions (he had 
swallowed when travelling through the Alps) out again onto canvases and panels. 
No sketches are known that were actually made during his voyage through the Alps 
but it is without doubt that Bruegel must have made them and later used these to as-
semble his magnificent mountain landscapes. When we compare some of the Great 
Landscapes etchings and the Great Alpine Landscape (c. 1555-1556) with the early drawings, 
the difference is striking. An additional argument is that when Bruegel integrated 
mountainous landscapes in his drawings, prints or paintings from 1555-1556 onwards, 
they are often conceived of in a more magnificent and large-scale manner compared to 
the drawings prior to his return to Antwerp. In my point of view the drawings Bruegel 
made during the period 1552-1553 do not contain references to his Alpine experience 
which suggests, since the journey through the Alps had such an overwhelming effect on 
his conception and rendering of natural landscapes, these drawings were made before 
the artist’s passage through the Alps. Moreover, some of the early drawings suggest the 
artist’s presence in southern France. Earlier in this essay I demonstrated that the archi-
tecture in Southern Cloister in a Valley bears remarkable similarities with the Romanesque 
10 
The Conversion of Saul, oil on 
panel, 108 x 156 cm, 1567. 
Kunsthistorisches Museum,  
Vienna, inv. no. 3690.
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style typical for the region Provence. This leads us to suggest that Bruegel must have made 
his passage through the Alps on his way home. As mentioned before, this hypothesis was 
already put forward during the nineteenth century by Hymans. More recently, Munz 
made a similar observation. 
The exact route the artist must have followed during his Alpine passage is again 
difficult to establish. There were some standard routes and several authors suggest that 
he would have passed the Col du Mont Cenis, since this was one of the less heavy and 
more popular routes (fig. 11).72 A quotation in Pieter Paul Rubens’s 1640 inventory 
suggests that Bruegel also crossed the Gotthard Pass: ‘Mount Saint-Gotthard by Bruegel 
the Elder’ (‘Den Berg Sint-Godard door den Ouden Bruegel’).73 The work is also mentioned 
in the inventory of the Antwerp art dealer Peeter Stevens. In his copy of Van Mander’s 
Schilder-boeck, Stevens made several annotations and among his own possessions he 
listed a ‘View on Saint-Gotthard, painted by Bruegel in 1563, very pretty and well-known 
by art lovers’ (‘Gezicht op de Sint-Gotthard, geschilderd door Bruegel in 1563, seer curieux, 
vande liefhebbers wel bekent’).74 Since the painting is now lost, it is not possible to find 
out whether it was a topographical representation or not but the references from both 
Rubens and Stevens (who stresses the fact that the piece is well known by the art lovers 
of the time) suggests that the subject must have been recognized as such. Most probably, 
Bruegel based his painting on sketches he made during his journey. Besides the citation 
of Van Mander mentioned earlier, the author also refers to Bruegel and the Alps in his 
Grondt der edel vry schilder-const. It concerns a passage in which he explains how a 
painter was best to paint mountains and more specific the Alps:
‘I can commend Brueghel’s paintings and prints, which are wonderfully lifelike and 
in which he demonstrates how to draw views such as this in the rugged, craggy Alps, 
gazing down into vertiginous valleys with precipitous rocks, pine trees reaching to kiss 
the clouds, distant vistas and murmuring streams’75
11 
Map with (potential) routes of 
Pieter Bruegel’s journey.
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Van Mander’s recommendation of Bruegel as a reference in depicting mountain views is 
significant. The account again stresses the strong connection between the artist and the 
Alpine mountains and it demonstrates Bruegel’s established reputation as a specialist in 
depicting mountainous landscapes. This reputation persisted throughout the following 
century, as Edward Norgate’s quotation demonstrates. Additionally, Van Mander’s 
passage suggests the existence of works now lost attesting to the artist’s experiences. The 
author explicitly refers to ‘Bruegel’s paintings and prints’, suggesting that besides the 
series of the Large Landscapes and the Large Alpine Landscape there must have existed 
several paintings (and prints?) in which the artist’s impressions of the Alps were explic-
itly apparent for contemporary viewers. In the currently known Bruegel oeuvre, there 
are several painted works where one can discern the influence of the artist’s trip through 
the Alps, such as The Suicide of Saul in the Battle against the Philistines at Gilboa (1562) 
and The Conversion of Saul (1567, fig. 10).76 However, these paintings do not explicitly 
refer to the Alpine mountain landscape and the View on St. Gotthard mentioned in 
Rubens’ and Peeter Stevens’ inventories, attests the existence of now lost works depicting 
Alpine landscapes. It is without doubt that apart from this painting many more works 
(albeit painted, drawn, etched or engraved) by Bruegel have not survived the perils of 
time. Concerning his travelling route through the Alps, we must conclude that apart 
from the painting with View on St. Gotthard and the general characteristics in Bruegel’s 
landscapes from 1555-1556 onwards, there is no determining evidence for the paths he 
may have followed or the places he may have visited (fig. 11).
The importance of Bruegel’s journey to Italy has long been acknowledged. The vast and 
versatile landscapes he encountered during the journey were determining for his landscape 
conception, the development of his distinctive realistic rendering of nature and for his 
artistic development in general. Moreover, the confrontation with the mountain landscapes 
during his Alpine experience was to remain an inexhaustible source of inspiration. A 
precise investigation of Bruegel’s work in relation to his voyage combined with a critical 
reevaluation of the specialist literature provides new information on the initial route 
followed by the artist and his possible companions. Moreover, it allows us to question 
the hitherto accepted premise that Bruegel made his passage through the Alps during 
his onward journey. Based on the thorough analysis of the early works and the mentioned 
circumstantial evidence, the artist’s early presence in the south east of France in 1552-1553 
is most likely. It was already demonstrated that the premise the artist passed the Alpine 
region during his onward journey was based on false grounds. In our opinion, this passage 
only took place after Bruegel’s visit to the peninsula and during his return to Antwerp, 
providing a date c. 1554-1555.
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